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El Jefe Sport FishingEl Jefe combines service and innovation with quality and

luxury.And with a history competing in multiple world-class tournaments, there’s no

better choice for catching big fish!El Jefe Sport Fishing and Adventure Tours is the

premier marine activities company for Costa Rican adventure! Located in the North

Pacific Coast in the Guanacaste Region of the island, our boats – El Jefe and El Jefe

Too – sail in the heart of the exclusive Peninsula Papagayo development. The world-

class fishing waters and beautiful landscape of Guanacaste and the surrounding

national parks make this area a global vacation destination. If you are looking for an

exceptional, one-of-a-kind fishing adventure in Costa Rica, our expert staff will

make your excursion epic. We provide all of the essentials for a great day of fishing,

and for those moments to treasure for a lifetime, we offer high definition video and

photos using the latest GoPro® technology. Sport FishingWhat's Included?These

waters attract a diverse species of large billfish including; blue marlin, striped

marlin, black marlin and sailfish. Anglers in search of marlin should expect a tough

fight taking up to a couple hours. Other local and migrating species are also

abundant in these waters; roosterfish, yellowfin tuna, mahi-mahi (dorado), wahoo,

amberjack, giant pacific dog snapper, among others.Marine AdventureWhat's                                                page 1 / 2



Included?This exceptional marine adventure takes you to a secluded beach where

you’ll enjoy an amazing day in the Costa Rican sun and surf!Aboard El Jefe or El Jefe

Too, you will relax and enjoy the gorgeous scenery as we sail to your tropical home

for the day. Your private beach welcomes you with an elegant set up including

beach chairs, a covered dining area, beach toys for children, beach games, and

several hammocks for relaxation. Take an in-depth look at our growing fleet for full

details, and choose the option that suits you best.  

TripAdvisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com.ph/Attraction_Review-g635535-d6886088-

Reviews-El_Jefe_Sport_Fishing-Gulf_of_Papagayo_Province_of_Guanacaste.html
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